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And, they are off! The students of the School of Liberal Studies have departed for their first
International Exposure Program to Toronto, Canada! The fifteen students of SLS with their faculty
mentor, Dr. Himani Baxi, left on the 1st of June. It is a month long summer program in the Seneca
College, Toronto where they would be exposed to a variety of subjects ranging from College English
and Critical Thinking to Academic and Research Writing and Sociology.
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Message from
the Editorial
Team
Reading, Playing, Dancing,
Doing all that we love to do in tandem;
I envisage that this is the air of freedom…
It is vacation time for SLSites as the
strenuous exams come to an end and
plans for the coming months begin. But
I am sure most of you would only take a
short breather and start going to your
internships. That is what we, at PDPU,
do. We await internships more than the
sabbatical. While most of us seek training in the field of our choice and forte in
the country, there are a few who have
settled for nothing less than an International experience through the International Exposure Program!
As we remember our graduated seniors,
it is time for us to prepare ourselves to
welcome our juniors as well. Yes, the
admission time! Counseling for admissions of SLS 2013 has begun in full
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swing. Every step defines by itself the
nature of your goal. A wrong step and
you are farther from your destination.
The SLS Mirror team wishes you luck for
creating your own path - uncomplicated
and effortless.
This issue is all about vacations, internships, International exposure and admissions with a mélange of creativity
and of course, the SLS factor.

Plethora
of Activities

Internships
this Summer

Centre for Continuing Education
“Knowledge of languages is the doorway to
wisdom.”
‒Roger Bacon

P

andit Deendayal Petroleum University
(PDPU) believes in the fact that it is never
hard to learn more and so it has initiated the
French classes as a part of the Center For
Continuing Education course.
Learning a new language will help people to
explore an entirely new world and also
gaining proficiency in a foreign language can
open doors to numerous careers in IT/BPO
industries, call centres, consulates, tourism,
mass communication, foreign trade, medical
tourism & transcription services and many
other professions. The French classes, which
began from May 7, 2013, will be held at PDPU
on every Tuesday and Thursday for the next
two months. Mr. Joel Evans teaches French Level 1 to 12 students who have enrolled in the
course.
- Jasmine J. Pereira

Centre for Asia Studies

Duke TIP

W

e, Parth Mehta, Kinjal Gandhi, Sandeep
Singh, Shivani Raval and Ishita Dave are
five students from SLS doing our month long
internship with the Duke University Talent
Identification Program (TIP) at the Infosys
campus, Mysore. Duke-TIP identifies and selects
academically talented 7th grade students on the
basis of scores of SAT, ACT or ASSET and
provides innovative programs to ensure their
overall development. We are assigned several
projects that include organizing new social and
recreational activities every day for students
after their academic session and to supervise
and support them in academics. Time
management, event management, dealing with
kids with patience and working in a group are a
few things that we have imbibed in this
internship.
- Ishita Dave

R

iva Patel and I are doing a research
internship with the Center for Asia
Studies, Chennai from May 10, 2013 to June 10,
2013. Riva is working on a paper titled ‘Arab
Spring, Israeli Winter?’ which covers the
security and strategic implications for Israel in
the wake of the ongoing turmoil in the middleeast commonly known as the Arab Spring. My
paper focuses on the current Political and
Economic transformation in Myanmar and its
relevance to the International community. The
paper is titled ‘Breaking Dawn over Myanmar:
How is the world reacting?’ We are working
under the guidance of Mr. S. Vasan and Mr.
Ashik Bonofer. CAS provides us with a lot of
reference books and published articles which
we probably wouldn’t have access to; by
ourselves. The end result would be a 30-35
page long research paper fully written by us.
We are thrilled at getting this opportunity to
pursue our own research as well as to explore
further career options within a relatively new
field of International Relations.
-Ashwini Srinivas.
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The Student Outlook
The SLS - essence
‘Unknown, Uncertain, Unprepared
Unfamiliar grounds to tread I dared.
Unborn fears –a serene dream or a feared nightmare?
A new journey it was, and I was scared, I
swear…’

A

different journey in life – unconventional
as I call it, began in 2010 for me with a
wary mind but an open heart. The School of Liberal Studies has been established to provide a
course of integrated learning where students
can study a basket of subjects of their own
choice from different fields of science, commerce and arts and go ahead to specialize in
any one of them.
I met the best of teachers, their vast knowledge
adorned by humility. I met the coolest seniors,
their enthusiasm, their love, their lessons and
the fun together goes beyond infinity. I made
the closest of friends too. From my first day in
SLS, I have been taught how a college is a family

“SLS has been the place where I met
MYSELF!”
and hostel, a second home. There are a lot of
memories I have in SLS and a lot more to make,
I am sure. As another academic year approaches and a new batch joins us, I would like to
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share with them and the readers my experience
in SLS till date…
The Induction programme itself in the first week
defined my journey at SLS for me with all the
outdoor visits, introductory sessions with the
faculty, ice – breaking games, the cooking session and the concluding theme party where
every person showcased their talent. After that,
the first two semesters passed as rapidly as the
first week, studying subjects of different genres,
audit courses, trips, corporate internship and a
tad bit of mischief.
The next Spring greeted us with its perks – our
Juniors. Our aim as seniors was simple – Be as
awesome as our seniors had been! I do not
know if I fulfilled that but my family at SLS expanded by a hundred! The third year was the
year that would decide the direction of our future; we were to choose our major and minor
subjects. Over-coming confusion after a lot of
consideration, I put my foot down on Economics, a subject I wanted to explore further. Sometimes, a person falters in making a decision and
his entire life gets affected by that one wrong
decision. Luckily, I made the right one and I am
sailing smoothly till now.
So here I am, at the start of my final year with
the faculty, with my juniors and as a student of
this abode they refer to as college. SLS has been
a place where I met people of my kind, people
of a different kind, people with immense talent

and people with even more love, all combined
into a package. SLS has been the place where I
met MYSELF!
So all it melts down to a conclusion
We get questions here and answers that kill
confusion
There's nothing in life now that could wrestle us
We get the best of our life, right here with SLS
If heaven sheds a happy tear every time a
dream comes true
I bet it was raining the day I was inducted in
PDPU.
-Durva Vyas

The Marketing of Happiness

M

edia has a very important role inside our
lives and in influencing what decisions
we take. It effects our choices, tastes, likings
and the way we look and perceive the things
around us. Marketing and advertising form a
considerable part of today's media. Everywhere
we look we are overwhelmed by hoardings and
advertisements selling one or the other product. However what are these advertisements
actually selling ?
Indonesia is one of the few countries in the
world where cigarette advertisements are legal.
The advertisements are like any other advertisements of products targeted at the youth
showing images of fun & celebration. It is no
wonder then that 40% of children below the
age of ten smoke. When asked the children replied with the answers like, “smoking makes me
feel like a cowboy”. The cowboy in Indonesia
becomes famous due to advertisements showing cigarettes smoked by a cowboy, hence a
symbol of real masculinity. The reason for using
the example of Indonesia is to signify and understand how advertisements and marketing
use images which appeal to our reptilian brains.
The soft drink industry is a maverick at these
tricks. Coca-Cola sells itself as a medium to happiness and Pepsi sells itself as a symbol of what

youth want. They both might just be carbonated water with chemicals added to it, which have
been proven to have toilet cleaning properties,
but while drinking them, we never seem to realize it.
Whenever we as humans view any imagery or
visual, we attach our own individual experiences and emotions to it. When we witness a family bonding together on a television set, it brings
to us our memories of family and bonding, and
very subtly placed between the characters on
screen are the soft drink bottles or instant noodles packets. When flipkart.com in an advertisement shows that a 10 year old girl, dressed up
as a nurse is attracted to a 10 year old boy
dressed up as a flashy doctor, or when Tuborg
via surrogate advertisement, advertise their
product(s) on national television, is it a state of
alarm ?

“Whenever we as humans view any
imagery or visual, we attach our own
Many would say these are just creative
attempts to sell products, however that is
where the problem lies. These are not merely
creative attempts but a reflection of how the
companies which produce the products view
the public as and what we even possibly are. It
is no wonder that fairness creams are still heavily promoting fairness as a beauty concept in India because we Indians still equate beauty with

fairness of the skin. We have range of advertisements which show us how we would ideally like
to be or rather how our culture has defined us
to be.
Men's soap and cosmetics always have the
word tough used in them, because it instantaneously appeals to the men, as the masculine
gender is tough. Female soaps always propagate maintenance of youth and a soft skin. The
whole range of youthful looking skin is so popular because we in our subconscious obsessed
with fairness and youth as symbols of beauty
and that is the human nature which the advertisements target.
Commercial media would never look at the
moral grounds of a particular campaign, but
would want to maximize sales by appealing to
their target audience and starting new trends;
however the onus lies with us whether to buy
into the images of kangaroos speaking Hindi,
selling ice tea powder or to understand better
and make informed decisions before following
the trends set by the people who conduct everyday research to analyze the mood and taste
of their audiences. We as the youth must understand and question the trends which we ourselves follow, and distinguish the right from the
wrong.
-Saksham Singh
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MindA Good Servant but a Terrible Master
“The mind is its own place, and in itself can
make a heaven of Hell, a hell of Heaven. “
-John Milton, Paradise Lost

T

he most beautiful gift received by human
beings is their mind, it is like a magical
place where anything is possible, where imagination has no limits, where hope never ends,
where courage prevails, where there is no
difference between ‘what is there’ and ‘what
can be there’. It’s like a treasure box gifted to us
at birth in which we paint with our imagination
and fill it with our thoughts.
Human beings or ‘Homo Sapiens’ have evolved
over generations and have finally managed to
become an intelligent, strong, logical, liberated
beings. But the day we all start succumbing to
all our thoughts, basic primal needs, what
difference will lie between us and a bunch of
monkeys? All human beings are excessively
smart but only a few attain the unattainable,
there is no magic involved, they just exert control on their mind and train their mind to listen
to them. Freedom always comes with responsiPage |
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bility; likewise, mind always needs control.
When thoughts start going haywire, it can only
lead to destructive chaos.
There is a famous quote in Buddhism, ‘Misled
by errors, one becomes a demon; enlightened,
one becomes a Buddha.’ According to Buddha,
Human mind is filled with drunken monkeys,
the day we tame them slowly, periodically, and
with love, we achieve order in our mind from
chaos. I’m not saying ignore the mind, always
listen to it. Our basic thoughts and intuitions
were our danger indicators since generations
but with time we started ignoring it, so we need
to always listen to our mind but the final judgment must be ours.
It is said that we can understand a person’s nature, traits within 30 seconds of meeting him/
her, thanks to our intuition and mind power but
the same mind can render us incapable by projecting false illusions of fear and anxiety. When

“When the torch of knowledge is not
controlled and tamed, it becomes a raging
inferno destroying everything that comes
its way!”
in control of the mind, we are in touch with reality and don’t lose ourselves in the beautiful,
but hypothetical, world of fiction. Also, when
not in control of our mind, people and their perceptions start affecting us in a detrimental man-

ner. Our brain can scientifically be the cause of
pain as well as pleasure and the same theory
was said as Mind is a Good Servant and a Bad
Master during the ancient times.
Mind is like a dark alley where eerie sounds are
the inhibitions and baseless superstitions which
can only be brightened and enlightened by the
light of knowledge, where only clarity guides
the way. But when the torch of knowledge is
not controlled and tamed, it becomes a raging
inferno destroying everything that comes its
way!
Hence always
“Mind over Matter but when uncontrolled has
the power to destroy and shatter!”
-Neha Gurudatt

SLS Reaches out
to Academia
Dr. Prashanta Panda
The abstract of his research paper titled 'Global Supply Chains and Development of Entrepreneurship in Rural Markets in an Emerging Economy”, has been accepted at International Conference on Management Cases 2013 (ICMC 2013), Birla Institute of Management Technology,
Greater Noida.
Abstract:
The paper explores the interventions required for supporting the strength of the local business system in India and strategy for protecting the local producers against economic shocks
or crisis. Simultaneous co-existence of local business system with drivers of globalization and
alignment with interests the global value chains for better earnings, the role of government
and corporate institutions and governance mechanisms to ensure institutional complementarities to incorporate s sound demand management policies for consolidations of importance , resiliency and earnings for local supply chains especially in agricultural global value chains are major focus of this paper.

Dr. Himani Baxi

SLS Scaling
Heights
Outgoing Masters student, Ranjani Sastry,
successfully conceptualised and organised
a two-day literary performance at the National Book Fair in Ahmedabad. It was received very well by all.

Upcoming
Events
SLS Admissions 2013
Entrance test on 22nd and 23rd of June,
2013

Has been invited as the member of research team to carry out the study on 'Evaluation of State
Finances with respect to Gujarat' for 14th Central Finance Commission, India.
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Creati–Witty

Nishit Rangwala, SLS12 batch

Riya Ramani, SLS12 batch
Durva Vyas, SLS10 batch

“It doesn't matter
Whether I am low or ecstatic
It is how I present myself
They say they can’t ignore me
Even if they can, Do I care?
‘Cos in the end…
What really matters is
I am the world to me
I am what my parents define me
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